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GatorLink’s popular Webmail service now has a feature to help you pare the spam e-mail from your INBOX. UF Computing & Networking Services’ Open Systems Group installed a new version in late June and this version has powerful spam e-mail filtering.

The filtering process gives each message a score, using asterisks (*) to “grade” each message. Because these spam scores are now a part of the headers in your e-mail, they can be used as a sorting/screening device in some e-mail clients.

Your GatorLink Webmail INBOX can be filtered so that you only see mail that the settings do not consider “junk.” These will show up in a separate “view”. This filtering does not delete or re-order or your e-mail.

For information on how to configure these filters, please see http://www.cns.ufl.edu/spam and click on the “GatorLink Webmail” link. If you need help configuring your e-mail program to take advantage of spam filtering, please contact the UF Computing Help Desk at (352) 392-2061 or e-mail them at helpdesk@ufl.edu.
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